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FOREWORD

PETER BERMINGHAM

Life presents me, too rarely I'm afraid, a chance to

simultaneously repay a debt and to do myself a

personal favor. This retrospective exhibition of five

decades of prints by Ed Colker represents just such

an opportunity.

Ed and I first met by phone in late 1975 while I

was, with difficulty, putting together an exhibition

for the National Museum of American Art called

"The Art of Poetry." I had noticed this recurring

reference to an "Ed Colker," apparently a print-

maker, teacher, poet, publisher, arts administrator

(then in Chicago), and a successful matchmaker

between artists and poets interested in off-track

collaborations.

Ed Colker was, at this point, a steady source of

information for me on many things poetical and

visual. He seldom talked about himself, preferring

to make sure 1 knew about other writers and artists

involved in new and exciting projects. Only now

can I, in some small measure, repay him for intro-

ducing me to one of the quieter but most exciting,

traditional veins in contemporary art.

What you will find in this first retrospective is an

artist of seventy years still in a growth cycle. What

I'm sure Ed would most like to share with you are

the messages he translates from diverse muses,

decoded abstractly in his studio to fit word-images

that are all the stronger for the company they keep

with his thoughtful creations. These have often had

to illuminate verses that are breathless and gritty

as Pablo Neruda's "Ars Poetica" or as stately as the

ancient Celtic proclamation "The Song of

Amergin."

What you will not find is what the poet and

frequent commentator on the sister arts, Stanley

Kunitz, decried when he spoke of a poem about a

monkey accompanied by an artist's drawing of -

what else? - a monkey. "What a bore!" proclaimed

Kunitz. Ed Colker, you will discover, does not do

monkeys.



MICHAEL ANANIA

Ed Colker's work as a printmaker always catches

me with the same sense of surprise: the prints so

often seem to exceed the hkely possibihties of

prints. Part of this is a testament to his technical

brilliance; another part, though, is the very

painterly evolution he has brought to lithography.

There is a clear sense of gestures cleanly regis-

tered, a perception of texture and layering, of a

dimension of figure and color superimposed

above the paper in the way paint rides above its

canvas. In contrast, there is also a sense of acci-

dent, of a play of possibilities in the nature of ink,

oil and water that seems counterposed to the rig-

ors of press, stone and paper. Calligraphic shapes

are imposed on or occasionally entangle natural

shapes; apparent figures dissolve or transform;

flight is a multiple of bird, song a re-instigation of

color, landscape a propagation of line.

In his work with poets Colker adds another set

of possibilities, equally engaging and disconcert-

ing. The poem - always finely printed - is a rigor-

ous, even rigid figure on the page, geometric and

arbitrary; it is also, of course, descriptive, sugges-

tive, metaphorical, narrative, reflexive. Colker's

prints - fluid, metamorphic, largely non-referential

and freely played - offer themselves as the poems'

complements, a visual activity of sense, as though

reading had a physical outcome, not merely in

nouns but in syntax and tone.

1 feel extremely fortunate that a number of my
poems have become a part of Colker's work. Our

collaborations amount to a twenty-year conversa-

tion in poetry and prints. Sometimes this conversa-

tion has involved actual talking; sometimes it has

existed almost entirely in gestures and responses in

writing and printmaking. Like all reasonably inter-

esting conversations, this one has had an evolving

set of interests and is given to digression, unan-

swered statement and unexpected response. It has

been one of the most valuable relationships in my
work, affecting how I think about what 1 write,

certainly, and to some extent, how I go about

composing poems. Colker talks about "honoring"

poets, and his poem-related prints, portfohos and

books certainly do that. The care involved in type

selection and design, the sureness and density of

the letterpress work, his use of exceptional papers,

wrappers, boxes and binding give the poetry a

special presence, certainly, but his printmaking is

the unique part of the exchange.

Years ago 1 spent a day with Carolyn Hammer in

her studio in Lexington, Kentucky. She had inherit-

ed her husband's intensity about type and printing

along with cases of hand-founded type and knuck-

le-jointed presses and was that season at work on a

short poem by Thomas Merton. She had, perhaps,

fifty proofs of the poem hanging around the room,

each slightly different in leading and spacing from



the one next to it, each numbered and noted in her

studio log. She said that in her view poems were

brass or silver or gold and that the golden few

deserved this kind of attention, obviously not just

an "honor" but an alchemical stage in the per-

fectibility of type on paper. Although Colker brings

a highly evolved sense of type and printing to the

texts he has published in his collaborations with

poets, he proposes an entirely different relationship

between the poem and the object - text, print and

enclosure - he makes as an artist. For Colker, the

completed print, portfolio or book is the context,

necessarily well-made and textured, for an interac-

tion between the poet's text and his print.

Otherwise, a series of paintings might do -

"Anania's 'The Fall'" or "Norris' 'South Dakota'"

or simply "Neruda" but the sustained interaction

would be lost along with the access to that presence

which the very nature of multiples proposes. The

roots of Colker's work are in the great examples of

bookmaking with poems and art from France,

instances of brilUant design and production, and in

the freer, experimental, sometimes less technically

evolved, energetic collaborations between artists

and poets in America in the 1950s.

In the work we have done together our

exchanges have taken a number of different forms.

The first piece of mine Ed approached was "The

Fall," a poem that had already been published. He

had read the poem and asked if 1 would be inter-

ested in his working with it. We talked a while

about the poem, and in time he produced a portfo-

lio with three large lithographs, one lithograph,

roughly, for each of the poem's three parts.

Though the lithographs do not certainly illustrate

the poem, each takes some part of its visual activi-

ty from the poem's imagery: bridge/scimitar/

sword-bridge, a hand-like figure that echoes the

hand raised in terror in the poem, a letter that

catches the poem's reference to a neon sign. These

figures are not alone in their spaces, however, but

are layered in with other shapes - layered quite

literally since the prints have lithographic impres-

sions, colored pencil hnes and spray painted con-

tourings. 1 read the poem differently after I saw the

portfolio. With Colker, 1 became less interested in

its narrative devices and its argument and more

interested in how its images progressed; the poem

was more expressionistic than 1 had thought.

The next project was genuinely collaborative.

In the mid-70s Colker lived in Chicago. In long

afternoons in two separate studios we had a serial

discussion of what was going on in conceptual art,

installation art, earthworks and body art. The sec-

ond studio was just around the block from the

Museum of Contemporary Art, which was heavily

involved in anti-object art of all sorts, most espe-

cially vnih conceptualist performance pieces by

Chris Burden. "Aesthetique du Rale," involving

Smithson, Burden and others, was written as a

result of our discussion. When 1 gave it to Ed, he

decided to do a series of prints for the portfolio

that represented his responses to the same conver-

sations. The prints were done on silvered paper

with a graph paper overlay; the images were a

mixture of found and drawn materials. In keeping

with the sense of currency we wanted, the portfo-

lio was printed offset. Then, as a kind of reprise for



the conventional object, Ed suggested adding a

frontispiece etching we would do together, a four-

handed etching.

Since then, I have found myself working at

certain poems with Colker in mind. Sometimes I

imagine how he might respond to the work; at

other times I have borrowed into the poems

descriptive elements 1 know to be in his visual

vocabulary. In Two Poems, there was a fortunate

concurrence of interests, which may have suggest-

ed itself in actual conversation or may have been

part of the background for discussions on other

matters. Ed was at work on a print setting for a

passage from Emerson's "Nature." 1 had been

working on "The Sky at Ashland," a poem that

takes up issues of correspondence in landscape.

When Ed did the prints for "The Sky at Ashland,"

the Emerson work he had been doing entered the

response, offering, via Colker, an Emersonian gloss

to the poem.

"Pochades," the most recent collaboration, was

specifically written for Ed and is, in other printed

formats, dedicated to him. I tried to use images

that had the fluidity and metamorphic qualities I

associate with all of liis work and to engage his

exceptional clarity. The responding drawing is one

of my favorites, in part because it moves out of the

poem, as though it were another, separate varia-

tion, another section, its own pochade.



Garden 1952 etching and engraving



10 Mountain Caravan 1954 etching and engraving
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Peekskill 1960 etching and engraving 11
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Bird Singing in Its Sleep 1960 etching

for a poem by Robert Frost



L'ennemi

L'ennemi 1961-1964 woodcut

from portfolio with text by Charles Baudelaire 13
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Odxfssey 1961 etching

for a poem by Wallace Stevens
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the duke 1963 etching and lithographs

from portfoUo with music by Dave Brubeck 15



16 My Innd'Crab brush 1966 lithograph



Sign and Symbol 1966 lithograph 17



18 Four Poses Paris 1966 lithograph



Messages 1973 offset lithograph 19



Pablo Nermia 1977 lithographs

for two poems



the fall 1977 lithograph

for a poem by Michael Anania 21



Two Poems 1985 offset lithographs

text by Michael Anania



EXCERPTS FROM
A CONVERSATION

Dandier: The kind of work you do with poetry is

an art and poetry response. It's a form of collabo-

ration in which, if 1 am right, you take a poem and

then provide a painting for the poem. And isn't it

a sort of illumination?

Colker: 1 use that term a lot myself, although it

does lead to some confusion because my work

doesn't refer to the classic hand-illuminated page.

But the idea of shedding light or setting a tone or

creating a stage for a poem, may be problematic to

begin with. Some editors and poets prefer to have

no visuals accompany a text. For me, the only

stimulus to attempt this enterprise, which I think

is one of great tradition and quality, came from the

French who did not regard the artist's response to

a poet in a limited edition as intruding on the

viewer or the reader. In 1936, Monroe Wheeler pre-

sented an exhibition at the Museum of Modern Art

- the first major exhibition in America of this

European genre - in which he brought to this

country's attention "Modern Painters and

Sculptors as Illustrators." There he characterized

artists and writers working together in collabora-

tion because of "similar feeling" as resulting in the

Critic and art historian Irving Sandler and Ed Colkcr

engaged in an informal exchange in the summer of 1985,

in New York City.

highest type of illustrated book - one with

"spiritual unity."

S: Therefore, you do not consider your work to

be illustration.

C: Not in the sense of depicting for viewer or

reader. 1 think that if one is successful, one can

heighten the mood, one can design for new aware-

ness and discovery which rather than distracting

the reader, inspires an entry into the metaphor.

S: How did you become interested in the limited

edition? This might be different from the art of the

book, although these do come together in many

cases or in all cases.

C: Book arts, book objects, the arts of the book of

today, have moved into other areas, about which I

have some mixed feelings. But the tradition that I

follow is total respect for the text. Among my most

important influences was the major exhibition and

catalog The Artist and the Book 1860-1960, generated

by the Houghton Library at Harvard. I was

impressed by this exhibition and the evidence that
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two of the arts which I always felt most close to -

poetry and print - could be realized in beautiful

collaborations. I took this catalog with me to Paris

in 1961 where I sought out the original works in

the Bibliotheque Nationale. I was stunned when

the attendants brought to the table for my person-

al examination all the legendary works by

Bonnard, Picasso, Roualt, and Matisse. The

Mallarme pages were in the adjacent galleries on

display, and the total excellence of the handwork

and the sensitivity of the typography were a joy

and discovery. 1 located and spent time with Pla,

Picasso's printer in Barcelona, visited Leger's and

Villon's printers in Paris, met with Le Blanc, and

worked with Desjobert, with whom I began a

ten-year relationship. Near Nice, I traveled to

meet Pierre A Benoit (PAB) who was the editor

and hand printer of small but beautiful editions

by Picasso, Braque and Dubuffet, among others.

1 saw Benoit's magnificent Odes of Pindar by

Picasso - incredible large pieces, hand-done,

hand-folded, 35 to 40 copies. The revelation here

was how one cultured person, editeur, could bring

original art as illumination and response to poet-

ry into hand-printed, hand-bound objects which

would have significance. So, inspired by Benoit, 1

saw the notion of total direction of creative possi-

bility. You're independent of the publishing

industry. Benoit's studio is all work by hand. My
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own printing and folding are done by hand.

You're free of the art gallery world, separate

from the marketing networks. You're engaged in

a labor of love for a very small but appreciative

audience.

S: This tradition that you're talking about runs

counter to another tradition which we call the

modernist tradition, where a picture ought to be

autonomous, ought not in any way to either be

inspired by words or to be in collaboration with

words - that, literally it should be purely visual.

The Clement Greenberg idea that the medium

must turn in on itself and therefore reject another

medium such as literature. Obviously you are not

in agreement with that.

C: I don't know if it's disagreement so much as

contrast. I think it's a different word. You could

say that same thing about music. One could take

20th-century music and say that Gunther SchuUer

and Schonberg and George Crumb's music are

independent. But, in many ways, if you get to

inspirational modes. Crumb's "Songs of Ancient

Children" came out of his reading of Lorca.

Schuller did studies based on Stuart Davis and

Jackson Pollock and an opera (which he set on the

West Coast) from Kafka. Schonberg, in spite of his

freedom, did a whole series of cantos in response

to the concentration camps. It's a matter, I think.



not of independence, but simply how overt the

inspiration is. Now the difference is not so much

counter to a tradition of independence since there

are some book artists and some designers who

will also argue against pictorialism because they

believe the typographic work should carry alone.

Several people in the American fine printing tradi-

tion of the last thirty or forty years do not work

closely with painters and artists. They generally

do a modest amount of decoration, they just want

the words and their text - in the William Morris

sense of having superb craftsmanship - on hand-

made paper. Maybe this is another kind of object.

It's a different kind of tangible theater. It's not in

opposition to the notion of independence; it's

another kind of event. I used music as an exam-

ple. Do you have to know about the sources to

enjoy it clearly? Yes and no. In dance, for instance,

we most often do not present the performance

independent of either notation or title, which

would indicate the inspiration.

S; Do you consider it an incomplete work?

C: No, I think it's just in and of itself. Fortunately,

if you present it as we did in the SUNY Plaza

"New York Landscape" exhibition where the art-

works were separately framed, the poems were

handprinted on handmade paper and also inde-

pendently framed, not as supplements and not as

accompaniments, then you see the visual partner-

ship. Both poem and artwork exist on their own

and are not treated in any hierarchical fashion.

I think just as the music should stand alone, for

myself every piece I do, if it were not accompa-

nied by the text, should stand on its own. Just as

a poem would. In fact, I think that is probably the

separating point from illustration, in that we're

not depicting, we're not making a picture for the

reader, which is inseparable from the text.

S: Could we talk a little bit about abstraction

and /or figuration in your work? Why are you

abstract?

C: It's a good question because in my paintings

and drawings, I could do what I suppose many

artists of my generation did, which is allow the

abstract expression to come forward, whether it

was inspired by conscious or subconscious mood.

However, in dealing with what becomes a project,

partnership or an attempt to create a different

visual experience, 1 immediately become slightly

more conscious of a responsibility not simply to

impose my style onto the piece. I try to invent and

modify, not in my hand and not in predilection

toward what I think an expressive gesture or evo-

cation can be, but in context, rather than with the

luxury of personal, total personal independence.

Now a less common definition of "abstract" is to
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face and encounter the complexity, either in text,

or visual information, and somehow try to extract

an essence, and make of it a cohesive distillation.

In "Jesus in the Wet Wood," a poem by James

Collins, I drew what I felt to be the Jesus figure in

the wet wood or in this case the wet forest, as I

read it. Whether it emerges for the viewer or not,

is my risk. It may or may not be a portrait of

Jesus. But it was a sensing, and if that's what

abstract means, that's what 1 was trying to get.

Another example is the Pablo Nervida portfolio, in

which I responded to several poems. Every line

itself is enough for a play. Echoes or voices or

wind against your face and knives and bees and

flowers and strings and clouds and eruptions -

every line. It's not possible for me to try to take

that power and depict it. I tried to envision this in

a way where my litho stones were done with

strong movements, sensual movements, if you

will, because I thought these were virile expres-

sions. Sexual in a sense that if there was any indi-

cation of phallic or vital presence, I created it.

The finished plates are bathed in bronze, silver

and umber ink; they too, risk understanding on

their own, or as complement to the imagery. 1

enveloped the work in a "paper" of tree bark. I

wrapped it to try in some form to place it in your

hands as a reader, and when you open it, bring

you to Neruda in a way which would certainly be

different than for me, or for another. If that's
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abstract, then that's what I'm about.

Again, to back up, I think it's different in the

studio. 1 can only do this about half a year because

of the time and craft involved. The other half year,

1 allow myself the indulgence of not having that

respectful obUgation to poets and letting whatever

is going on in my head come out more freely in

drawing and painting.

S: Did you ever work in a direct collaboration

with the poet? A living poet?

C: Yes, I had a remarkable adventure which I

think only validates the mysteries of art and its

wonders. 1 had written to James Collins, a poet

mentioned earlier, from France where I had been

doing drawings on the beach of strange, found,

wooden pieces. They looked frightening to me,

even in their natural state of passivity, and I gave

them names. I did a study which appeared to me

as a "hearing" form. 1 sketched a "screaming"

form. There was one dried piece of wood which

seemed full of folds and crevices. It reminded me

of the skin of my grandmother, who was dying

when I was young. Parts of her body appeared

smooth and strangely youthful, but her aging

thighs were wrinkled and withering. Recalling the

state of my mind, unreal to a teenager, I simply

called it an "aging" form. I had written to Collins

and asked him to send me some sonnets for a



small edition I did of his work called Fwe Poems.

He had sent me pieces in response to my request,

so 1 decided that I would move in the other direc-

tion and sent Collins my sketches.

1 wrote, "Here are some drawings done on the

beach. One is called 'Hearing Form' this is 'Aging

Form' and so on. (No other information.) Would

you write something to respond to these in some

way, if you can?" He wrote back many weeks later

and noted that he had felt the strangeness of the

light, the Mediterranean sands, and the beach

forms, and he was particularly struck by this one

"Aging Form" piece, which reminded Collins (and

then he went into a poetic 10-15 line stanza) of

how terrified he was as a child when he found his

grandmother half-nude lying on the bathroom

floor in Bangor, Maine, paralyzed, and what her

skin looked like to a frightened child. Now, this is

with absolutely no connection from me to him

through correspondence, but one of those chilling

mysteries where a pen drawing done of a piece of

wood on the beach evoked in Wheeler's words -

a spiritual unity which had a vivid autobiographi-

cal base for both of us.

S: One of the attractions of the kind of print art

that you're involved in is that it's inexpensive to

acquire; it can exist outside of the art support sys-

tem, or it can reach a much broader audience than

your painting and sculpture...

Stuffed Birds 1961 etching

from pmeius from Mallorcn by James Collins

C: And, in defense of the "new" art, which you

know more about than 1 do, it is an opportunity to

be more autobiographical. Attitudes about person-

alization have changed. There was a time when as

teachers we never cited our own work in the

classroom. Now, we too appear to have changed,

and we often mention our autobiographies and

our visions and notions: bringing it all in. Many

artists today see the book art form as an emerging

gallery for one's self. What an opportunity to pre-

sent in any way you wish or whatever production

model you can afford, your life - your artistic life,
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your artistic ambitions, your commentaries, your

politics, and it can be done in an art "event," the

elegance depending on the expense and effort to

which one wants to go.

S: I remember early on, Robert Goldwater once

said to me, "You know, the artist can't stand next

to his work and tell you what his intention is."

There are now videos of the artists. You can walk

around with these audio things plugged in your

ears. Every show will have the work of the artists

and, in a little alcove, a video of the artist.

Probably now more young people have seen the

artist than have seen his/her actual work, which

is tragic. Ed, when you began working with poet-

ry, there were very few people in this country who

would have been doing the same thing. Have

things changed? Has there been, as you see it,

because of your efforts, and the efforts, of say

John Myers, and the work of Tatyana Grosman,

Tamarind and June Wayne - and other people

who have been interested in such collaborations,

has there been an important change in attitude

towards this kind of undertaking?

C: Oh, absolutely. The French tradition was

encouraged not only by Hayter's presence in New
York, but in that wartime ambience, which includ-

ed Duchamp, Breton, Ernst, and Masson; lolas

published a magazine Vieio, in which they all did
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many clever surrealist provocations; Grippe and

his colleagues began that pioneer Morris Gallery

project in '51 - the portfoUo of 21 American etchers

and poets. Francine du Plessix Gray organized a

noble effort in 1965 with Art in America devoted to

twenty-two contemporary artists who chose poets

for response to their texts. It was uneven because

the designs didn't all have a text-art relationship.

But a wonderful group participated - Johns, Dine,

Segal, Albers, Brooks, Ernst - with some excellent

highlights. Grosman then brought Rivers' and

O'Hara's work together for Stones, others followed

with Rauschenberg-Robbes-Grillet, Motherwell-

Alberti, and so many more. Now, what has hap-

pened since then is not quite as much of what

we're talking about, but inspired activity. There

have been major conferences with three to four

hundred people that I've attended - in Rochester,

in Philadelphia, the recent one in Boston, a large

conference in Omaha - sponsored usually by the

book arts people and the poets in those areas to see

and share what's happening around the country.

Martha Wilson was an enormous influence at

Franklin Furnace, as was Printed Matter with

Lippard, LeWitt; Bruckner's story on book arts in

The New York Times Magazine was read by thou-

sands of people who suddenly became aware of

what a limited edition book might be like today.

Concurrent with that Fall '84 publication, we

formed a new group called the Collegiate Art



Presses which arose from those in the colleges

around America who teach some of this work and

lists some thirty to forty members. The amount of

poets' and artists' works that will reach the public

has to do with what we talked about earlier. Much

of it will be as traditional printing; much will be

"underground," inexpensive; some will remain

elitist. The gaUeries generally cannot make a profit

on these, and the museums are reluctant to buy

portfolios and books because they may do better

acquiring a single (perhaps more successful) print

by the artist. So what is happening is, from a

teacher's point of view, and from a young person's

point of view, an unusual opportunity to get into

the pop culture arena either via elegance or shock.

S: Often with the handmade idea.

C: Yes. I believe in the art of the book as an art

with the artist's participation. We have a whole

world of people who are still dealing only with

the printed text page and minimal decoration.

Some are quite marvelous and we cherish them,

but they're often not typographically "sensing"

the word and mood of the poetry: an artist and

poet together may develop a new work of art.

S: Yes, there would be a common sensibility there,

and, indeed, this goes to your own choice of a

poem. You wouldn't choose a poem which was

alien to you.

C: Indeed, the empathy might not exist.

There's an old quote, from M. L. Rosenthal which

I still like, talking about the strength of poetry.

1 think it's true in a different way from painting,

because again a painting is a presence. Reading

poetry is an evocation, it's not a physical, spatial

presence. What he wrote was that the power of

poetry can "evoke primal states of awareness"

without picturing them. I think the visual artist is

also seeking to awaken and reveal such awareness.

S: Do you think the artist has to stimulate in

his/her work what the writer does in the poem?

C: Or enhance, or heighten as an unfolding;

language in metaphor with a visual setting to be

"read." It's sight, but it isn't only sight. It is a cue,

a cue to something becoming.

Full text published in catalog for the exhibition

"Ed Colker - Prints for Poetry and Prose"

University Art Museum,

University at Albany,

State University of New York, 1990
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fold-out pages (tree trunk and lagoon)
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AFTERWORD

KATHLEEN NORRIS

Ed Colker has done more than anyone I know to

make poetry visible. He clearly has a love affair

with ink and paper, with the printer's art. I've

always been grateful to him for loving poetry as

well, and as deeply, for being such a sensitive

reader of it. He doesn't impose his own style on

any poet or poem; rather, he reads and responds to

the words in such a way that he attains what he

has termed "spiritual unity" with them. I would

imagine that this is something many artists would

like to do, but it's much more difficult than it

sounds - at least only a few ever succeed. That Ed

Colker has sustained this engagement with poets

and poems for forty years is a modern miracle.

I sometimes think I write because I'm a frustrat-

ed painter - I try to make pictures out of words.

Ed CoLker's work with my poems, which began in

the 1970's, long before I had received much recog-

nition as a writer - has taught me much about the

spaces and the silences that words contain.

"Painting is a presence," he has said, and poetry an

evocation. I treasure the way in which Ed plays

with all this, turning evocation into presence and

vice versa - and, of course, enhancing both poetry

and painting in the process.
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Mortal Bird 1964 etching

for a poem by Marianne Moore 43



CHECKLIST

Dimensions are in inches, height preceding width

Study #3 1949 11 % x 4 K

etching and engraving

Garden 1952 11 % x 16 »X.

etching and engraving

Mountain Caravan 1954 14 Y, x 12

etching and engraving

in colors on Arches

loan courtesy of the

Philadelphia Museum of Art

East River and Bridge 1960 5 >i x 17 'A*

etching and engraving in color

Peekskill I960 U'Ax\7'A

etching and engraving in green

edition 9

Bird Singing in Its Sleep 1960 8x6
for a poem by Robert Frost

etching in color on Arches

Stuffed Birds 1961 9 '/ x 6 %

from "Poems from Mallorca"

by James Collins

etching on Arches

letterpress by Empire Typographers, New York

* not illustrated

Victim 196^ G'AxBV,*

from Five Poems by James Collins

etching in umber on Arches

edition 25

Odyssey 1961 14 X x 11 'X

for a poem by Wallace Stevens

etching in blue on Arches

edition 10

Paysage Roussilon 1961 22 x 18*

lithograph in colors

edition 25

Poetic Myth 1 1962 22 x 17 X

for the Song of Amergin

as restored by Robert Graves

lithograph in umber
edition 25

printed by Desjobert, Paris

Poetic Myth 111962 22x17%*

Poetic Myth III 1 962 22 x 1
7

'/
*

the duke 1963 14x11

from portfolio with music by Dave Brubeck

dedicated to Duke Ellington

etching and lithographs in blue

edition 100

Prom Bierstadt's South River Canyon 1964 22 x 15"

for music by Dave Brubeck

etching in violet
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L'ennemi 1964 13 x 13

from portfolio with text by Baudelaire

woodcut

letterpress by Empire Typographers

edition 25

Mortal Bird 1964 15 x 6

for a poem by Marianne Moore
etching in blue

edition 15

Ml/ land-crab brush 1966

lithograph in colors

edition 40

25 'Ax 19'^

Pablo Neruda 1977 22 x 15

for poems translated by

Audrey Lumsden Kouvel

lithographs in colors

printed at Impressions Workshop, Boston

letterpress by Empire Typographers

edition 25

the fall 1977 30x22

for a poem by Michael Anania

lithographs in color with pochoir

printed by Paul Maguire

letterpress by Empire Typographers

edition 25

Through Nature's Window 1966 25 M x 19 M*

lithograph in colors

commissioned by The Print Club,

Philadelphia

printed by Desjobert, Paris

Tivo Poems 1985 11 x 8

Michael Anania

offset lithography

edition 100

printed by Red Ink, New York

Four Poses Paris 1966 25 'Ax -[9 'A

lithograph in colors

edition 25

printed by Desjobert, Paris

Broken Kite 1985 15x22*

for a poem by J. Curtis Johnson

lithograph

edition 25

Sign and Symbol 1966 25 'A x 19 'A

Uthograph in colors

commissioned by The International

Graphic Arts Society

printed by Desjobert, Paris

Selections from the essay on Nature 1985 13x9

text by Ralph Waldo Emerson

offset lithography in color

edition 100

printed by Red Ink, New York

Messages 1973 17 M x 22 1^

offset Uthograph in colors

with stencil

commissioned by The lUinois Arts Council

printed by Falcon Press

fold out (tree trunk and lagoon)

from Selections from the essay on Nature
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An Ark of Stars 1988 11x8

poems by Rose Auslander

translated by Ingeborg Wald

letterpress with pochoir color

edition 100

printed by Mary Phelan

from A Backivard Glance O'er

Traveled Roads... 1988 11 x 8 '^

by Walt Whitman
letterpress with pochoir color

handmade paper frontispiece

edition 100

printed by Mary Phelan

Light and Foliage 1990 25 x 19 *

for an 8th century text by Wang Wei

offset lithograph in color with stencil

edition 50

Signs 1990 25 x 19

adapted from Chen Shun 1539

offset lithograph in color

edition 50

field winds 1990 11 x 11*

for a poem by Jack DeWitt

woodcut in color with collage

edition 15

Four Poets/Poems 1993 12 x 9

Anania, Hawks, Shapiro, Swarm
offset lithography and letterpress

typography on Rives and Arches

edition 150

printed by Lori Spencer

and Mary Phelan

binding by Barbara Mauriello

The Astronomy of Love 1994-95 11x6

poems by Kathleen Norris

digital transfer with plates

hand-colored by the artist

woodcut frontispiece in color

on Rives as deluxe

edition 100

production by Red Ink, New York

Revealing Form 1997 25 x 19*

offset lithograph

edition 30

printed by Lori Spencer at the Borowsky Center,

The University of the Arts

Evolving Form 1997 25 x 19

offset lithograph

edition 30

printed by Lori Spencer at the Borowsky Center,

The University of the Arts

All Souls 1993 11 X 13

poems by Kathleen Norris

offset lithography and letterpress

typography on Rives and Arches

edition 100

printed by Lori Spencer

and Mary Phelan

binding by Barbara Mauriello

Dakota landscapes from All Souls

Eight Ideas 1997 25 x 19

offset lithograph

edition 30

printed by Lori Spencer at the Borowsky Center,

The University of the Arts

Note: The offset lithographs are first painted by the artist on

mylar sheets ivliich are then contact-printed to tite printing

plate (there is no camera intervention) and run on a

Heidelberg 20 'A x 28 ^/4" one-color press.
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